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● E�ciency 

Replacing thousands of hours of manual e�ort at a fraction of the cost

Manually processing documents is a thing of the past. Advances in Computer Vision & 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies have dramatically increased the viability 

of process automation. Automation today is able to deliver several tangible benefits: 

The Promise of Automation

● Accuracy

Eliminating human error delivering consistent, accurate & auditable results

● Speed

Reducing turnaround times 

● Robustness

Institutionalizing know-how in technology and reducing dependency on human 

employees who may leave the organization  

● Scalability

Can be scaled up or down instantly based on the volume of inflow 
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The Gaps in Existing Solutions

● LACK OF STANDARDIZATION

The processing of documents that do not adhere to a standardized format,  

such as contracts or reports, cannot be easily automated. This also extends to  

documents that are created by third-parties where document form or  

structure can change with no prior notice.

● COMPLEX DOCUMENTS

Automation also fails to work on complex documents. These include  

documents with a combination of text, tables & diagrams, documents with a  

blend of landscape and portrait pages & documents with multiple languages.

● A HOW-CENTRIC APPROACH

Traditional approaches to automation focus on the how, recording mouse- 

clicks or keystrokes. This results in the automation process relying primarily on  

formatting cues to achieve its objectives. With non-standard or complex  

documents this approach does not work well.

Humans solve processing problems by taking a what approach. Humans ignore 

the format of the document and instead abstract away the context with a focus 

on what needs to get done. Automation processes can emulate this approach by 

eliminating format & abstracting away meta- data into a Knowledge Graph. A 

Knowledge Graph represents the information content of the document in the 

context of other documents, as well as the task at hand. 

 

A system appropriately trained on diverse examples in various business contexts 

can transpose that learning on to new contexts to achieve context abstraction. 

What automation needs first and foremost is such a process that starts with 

abstraction. A Document Intelligence Platform delivers precisely that.

Learning The What Before The 

How
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Rethinking Automation With 

Document Intelligence

A Document Intelligence Platform digests a document using not just Computer Vision & 

NLP but also utilizing an underlying Knowledge Graph. This approach allows for the 

establishment of context, congruence & connectivity between information that is 

present within document (internal consistency) as well as between documents 

(external consistency). 

 

Automation built on top of Document Intelligence can be autonomous end-to-end 

(auto-pilot mode) or enhance manual processes with intelligence (co- pilot mode) Once 

digested by the Document Intelligence Platform, the document becomes available not 

just for Process Automation but also Information Discovery use cases.

Automation of repetitive manual document processing workflows is an idea that 

is well understood and on its way to being mainstream. Prevailing automation 

solutions work well in select scenarios requiring us to rethink our approach. 

 

Document Intelligence recognizes that it is important to learn what (needs to 

get done) before learning how (it is done). With Document Intelligence, not only 

Process Automation but a whole host of Information Discovery use cases 

become possible allowing organizations to unlock the value of information 

trapped within their documents.

Conclusion

Romulus is a Document Intelligence Platform that helps Financial Services firms create 

workflows that require processing diverse, complex or unstructured documents.  To 

know more visit: https://www.romulus.co

About Romulus
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